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Aims

What models can we use with multilevel 
data?
How do we interpret the results?
What questions can we answer?
What questions do you have for us?



PLACE (NQLS’ little brother)



GENERAL AIM OF PLACE …

To examine the relationships between physical attributes of the 
local community and transport-related and leisure time physical 
activity

N = 2650 (aged 20-65) – Adelaide, Australia
Multi-stage stratified sampling strategy
156 Census Collection Districts

High SES and high walkability
High SES and low walkability
Low SES and high walkability
Low SES and low walkability



Area level variables
Respondent level variables



PLACE: variables

Sense of communityAverage sense of community

Perceived access to 
services

??

GenderMedian age

AgeMedian weekly income

Weekly minutes of walking 
for transport

GIS-based walkability

Individual levelCensus Collection District 
level



Hypothetical model

Walkability 
(CCD level)

Walking for transport
(individual level)

Sense of community
(individual level)

Covariates



Correlated data
Clustering
Intraclass correlation coefficient

Observations are not independent
Violation of independence assumption (independent and identically 
distributed errors) and use of standard statistical methods

Incorrect standard errors
Clustering primarily affects variance or precision of estimation rather 
than bias (unless individual-level associations between factors 
measured at the individual level differ from those at the area-level)
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Effects of clustering (1)

Comparisons between individuals grouped in clusters 
(e.g., area effect): less precise, or less informative, than 
comparisons made between the same number of 
completely independent individuals

Individuals from the same cluster provide a smaller 
amount of information than completely independent 
individuals (random sample)

The higher the ICC, the smaller the amount of 
information

Area effectsArea effects



Example: Effect of clustering (1)

Walkability 
(CCD level)
ICC=1.00

Walking for transport
(individual level)

ICC=0.02
Sense of community

(individual level)
ICC=0.05

Covariates





Effects of clustering (2)

Comparisons between individuals within a 
cluster: more precise, or more informative, than 
comparisons made between individuals in 
different clusters

If the variation between observations is less 
within clusters than between, then by just 
comparing within those clusters we should be 
able to see differences more clearly

Within area effectsWithin area effects



ICC= 0.75





Modeling multilevel data:
‘Ordinary’ single-level regression

Inclusion of dummy variables representing 

clusters + their interaction with the predictor 

of interest 





Modeling multilevel data:
‘Ordinary’ single-level regression

Advantages
Easy
Does not require specialized statistical software

Disadvantages
Loss of power and efficiency

With 154 CCDs and 1 predictor of interest we would require 
306 variables!!

Cannot simultaneously estimate predictors’ effects 
and outcome variance attributable to different levels 
of variation (area and individual)  



Modeling multilevel data:
Single-level regression with robust standard 
errors (sandwich; Huber-White estimators)

Advantages: easy to use
OK to use when: 

Examining area effects (predictors are measured at the area 
level / or aggregated at the area level)
Examining associations between individual-level variables AND 
area- & individual-level effects are similar, OR both contextual 
and individual level effects are included in the model
Requires a large number of clusters (N > 20!)

Disadvantages:
Inefficient
Cannot simultaneously estimate predictors’ effects and outcome 
variance attributable to different levels of variation (area and
individual)
Cannot account for more than 2 levels of variation



Contextual effects???

A predictor’s average value for each cluster
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A bit of scary math …
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Individual-level effect Contextual effect



The ‘mystery’ model

Single-level regression with robust standard errors

Single-level regression with robust standard errors, 
adjusted for contextual effects



What if we do not account for clustering effects (do not use 
robust standard errors)?

Single-level regression with robust standard errors, 
adjusted for contextual effects

Single-level regression adjusted for contextual effects



Real data:
 

Walkability 
(CCD level)
ICC=1.00

Walking for transport
(individual level)

ICC=0.02
Sense of community

(individual level)
ICC=0.05

Covariates

Sense of community = Intercept + Walking



The ‘mystery’ model

Single-level regression with robust standard errors

Single-level regression with robust standard errors, 
adjusted for contextual effects



How can we get sandwich SE?

Stata
Use option robust or cluster(…)

SAS
proc GENMOD; statement REPEATED

SPSS
Generalized Linear Models -> Covariance Matrix -> 
Robust estimator

R or S-Plus
geeglm (geepack) -> std.err=“san.se”



The ‘mystery’ model

Generalized Estimating Equations
(marginal model approach)



GEE

Work hard at the correct modeling of the mean structure
(predictors) while using methods of estimation that are 
valid in the presence of correlation and robust to 
potential misspecification of the detail of the covariance 
structure.
Marginal modeling = focus on the model of the marginal 
mean of y, with the covariance structure treated as a 
nuisance
Weighs clustered data and makes estimation more 
efficient



Scary math again …
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Yep … one more fright …
Correlated observations
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Modeling multilevel data:
Generalized estimating equations (with and 
without sandwich; Huber-White estimators)

Advantages
Relatively easy to use
Give marginal estimates of effects: gives estimates that correspond to 
comparing two observations randomly selected from the population
(without matching on clusters)
Public health significance

Disadvantages
Widely unbalanced clusters create problems
Cannot simultaneously estimate predictors’ effects and outcome 
variance attributable to different levels of variation (area and individual)
Cannot get estimates of variability in effects (standard deviations of 
slopes)
Cannot be applied to data with more than 2 levels of variation



Real data:
Generalized estimating equations (with and 
without sandwich; Huber-White estimators)

 

Walkability 
(CCD level)
ICC=1.00

Walking for transport
(individual level)

ICC=0.02
Sense of community

(individual level)
ICC=0.05

Covariates



Real data:
Generalized estimating equations (with and 
without sandwich; Huber-White estimators)

 

Single-level regression with dummy variables? Why not?
Single-level regression with sandwich estimators? Why 
not?
Do we need to model individual and contextual effects of 
walkability?
What working correlation matrix shall we use?
Can we use sandwich estimators of SE?
What about the distribution of the outcome variable? Is it 
skewed or normally distributed? (GLM handout)
What about the shape of the relationship between the 
predictor and the outcome? (GLM handout)



Real data:
Generalized estimating equations (with and 
without sandwich; Huber-White estimators)

Single-level with robust SE

GEE with robust SE



Real data:
Generalized estimating equations (with and 
without sandwich; Huber-White estimators)

 

Walkability 
(CCD level)
ICC=1.00

Walking for transport
(individual level)

ICC=0.02
Sense of community

(individual level)
ICC=0.05

Covariates



Real data:
Generalized estimating equations (with and 
without sandwich; Huber-White estimators)

 

Do we need to model individual and contextual effects of 
walking?

What working correlation matrix shall we use?

What about the distribution of the outcome variable? Is it 
skewed or normally distributed?

What about the shape of the relationship?



Real data:
Generalized estimating equations (with and 
without sandwich; Huber-White estimators)

Single-level with robust SE

GEE with robust SE



Does walking for transport mediate the 
relationship between walkability and sense of 
community?

 

Weak evidence …



Real data:
Generalized estimating equations (with and 
without sandwich; Huber-White estimators)

 

Walkability 
(CCD level)
ICC=1.00

Walking for transport
(individual level)

ICC=0.02
Sense of community

(individual level)
ICC=0.05

Covariates

Moderate evidence

Weak evidence



Software for GEE
SPSS

Generalized Linear Models -> GEE
Stata

xtgee
SAS

proc GENMOD; statement REPEATED
R or S-Plus

gee (Vincent Carey)



Main components of GEE syntax

Outcome and explanatory variables
Variance function (normal; gamma; binomial, 
negative binomial …)
Link function (identity, logarithmic, logit, inverse, 
power, probit …)
Specify the cluster variable
Identify the working correlation matrix
Model-based or empirical (robust) standard 
errors

xtgee walktr1860 walkability2 aa_age, i(ccd) f(gamma) link(identity) corr(exch) robust



GEEE … and what about multilevel linear 
models?

… also called hierarchical linear models

… OR linear mixed models

… OR generalized linear mixed models



… MLM / GLMM / HLM … whatever …
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Random intercept model



… MLM / GLMM / HLM … whatever …
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random slope model



GEEE … and what about multilevel linear 
models?

Advantages over GEE
More robust in case of missing data
More robust in case of unbalanced clusters
Can estimate variances at different levels (individual versus 
area)

How much do the effects of walking for transport on sense of 
community vary across CCDs? 
What explains such variations?

Disadvantages
Conditional, area-specific effects
More difficult to set up
Specialized software (especially for more than 3 levels of 
variation)  



… so what about multilevel linear models?



… so what about multilevel linear models?



Does walking for transport mediate the 
relationship between walkability and sense of 
community?

 

Some evidence …



Does walking for transport mediate the 
relationship between walkability and sense of 
community in all CCDs?

 



… so what about multilevel linear models?

CCD-level variation in slope of walking for transport: 0.000258±0.000692



What explains variations in effects of walking 
for transport on sense of community across 
CCDs?

 



… so what about multilevel linear models?



men women

Low % women-CCDs High % women CCDs



Real data:
MLM / GLMM / HLM … whatever …

 

Walkability 
(CCD level)

Walking for transport
(individual level)

Sense of community
(individual level)

Insufficient evidence

2.78*

-0.0002

0.0005*

Sufficient evidence
… but very small effect…



Software for MLM
SPSS

(Linear) Mixed Models
Stata

xtreg; xtlogit; xtETC; gllamm (Generalized Linear 
Latent and Mixed Models)

SAS
proc MIXED

R or S-Plus
nlme (non-linear mixed effects)

MLwiN (University of Bristol, UK)



Conclusions

When shall we use single-level regression with 
dummy variables representing clusters?
When shall we use GEE?
When can we simply use sandwich estimators of 
SE?
When would we prefer the multilevel linear 
models?


